(1) We had heard of the organization. The workers had worked on the HIV AIDS project. The talk of picnic at this spot brought a lot of joy. But some ladies had to go elsewhere for a training on 2nd January itself. But the work was delegated to others and the picnic was organized. Sabera ben along with others and Popatbhai gave us a very warm and loving welcome. We were impressed and happy with life amidst nature here. We reminisced our childhood. All of us did the Pradakshina of the Ish tavriksha. Then there were snacks and tea and meals, again served with a lot of love. A big and heartfelt thank you to the members of the Vanalakshmi Mahila Sewa Mandal from all the 48 members of the Gujarat Bhavsar Mahila Mandal. We wish to visit again. Thanks

Dr Nayana H Bhavsar,- Chief, Gujarat Bhavsar Mahila Mandal

Meena Sumatkumar Bhavsar, Deputy Chief: Indira A Sushi, Ex Chief: Maadula

(2) To enjoy nature, everyone should come here. -Ayushi Shah, Aneri Shah

(3) A wonderful day. I loved it very much. I loved the camel cart very much. -Virajbhai Shah, Harshi Shah

(4) A wonderful one day picnic. The staff was totally co-operative. An awesome place! Food was excellent and a superb welcome followed by great hospitality -Belu Shah

(5) This was a wonderful visit at Ganeshpura. This place has been developed by the women of Ganeshpura which is fast growing as a weekend picnic spot for any family. I wish them all a selfless and prosperous future. Thanks for everything. - Arun Dhavade

(6) It was a very peaceful experience to be in the lap of nature and experience village life. It removes the fatigues of life and it is an experience of happiness, peace and becoming alert and active with renewed energy to take up new tasks in life. It was a wonderful experience to eat the Saatvik food and village cuisine. It was a very warm and loving welcome. A wonderful experience of life. - Kavita Shah, Prithvi Tower, Jodhpur village

(7) Had only heard of and read of Women Empowerment, but today saw and experienced it. Salutations to each lady. With good wishes for your success.

(8) Our friend Mr Hemant Kadiya told us of this organization that symbolises women empowerment. We visited the place and experienced it. It was a very happy and fulfilling experience. Coming here was a heavenly experience far from the hectic lives of the city. We would recommend that you plan and market this place so that it reaches more and more residents of the city and they come to know about it. Our best wishes. - Hemu, Parimal Garden Group, Ahmedabad

(10) Our today’s visit to the Kudrati Pravasan Kendra has been a very happy and satisfying visit and one that provides a lot of strength to the mind. This activity by you lady members will keep alive the tradition of the village. It also tells the illiterate village women about the strength of unity. This definitely deserves accolades. Infact the big time management gurus can also learn a lot from your activities.

Moreover, an easy life, natural surroundings and so close to the city. This beautiful place is heaven for people like us from the city. You all deserve a big thank you. -Parth Thakka (Members from one of the groups of the Parimal Garden Mitra Mandal).

(11) Far from the city, in the lap of nature was a wonderful experience. Didn’t realise when morning went on to become evening. A big big thank you. -Nimesh Patel,9, Manan Residency, Science city, sola, Ahmedabad

(12) It was a pleasure to witness such a beautiful and successful activity of SEWA. Traced the organization’s growth from its birth to progress and witnessed it. It was great seeing this organization providing opportunities to middle class women to become independent and to live life with dignity and self respect. Heartiest Congratulations to all the members of this organization. -Shefali Patel, Ahmedabad